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This book establishes a vocabulary for improvisational direction to help directors, teachers and

coaches better aid their troupes, their students and themselves. Featured inside are examples

from varying schools and philosophies and interview with such respected improv luminaries as

Armando Diaz, Michael Gellman, Kevin Mullaney, Mick Napier, Dan O'Connor, Shira Piven,

Gary Schwartz, Todd Stashwick, and many more. Find information on:- Giving Notes and

Sidecoaching- Working with Mixed Experience Levels- Directing Children- Directing a Troupe

with Which You PerformAsaf Ronen has been involved in improv since 1990. He was the

creator and Editor-in-Chief of YESand.com, a website devoted to improvisation and has taught

throughout the world. He was also producer on TRUST US, THIS IS ALL MADE UP, a

documentary on legendary improvisers TJ & Dave that premiered at Austin’s South by

Southwest Festival in 2009 and helped develop the improvised film Days of Delusion with

director Scott Myers. He currently resides in Austin where he is the Education Director of The

Institution Theater.
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AcknowledgementsFOREWORDImprovisational theatre has produced some major talents as

well as many working theatre artists, but it is fair to say that most of these artists are actors or

writers and not directors. While improv’s collective history has produced some great directors

(Paul Sills, Mike Nichols, Harold Ramis, Paul Mazursky, Mick Napier, Robert LaPage), there

are nowhere near as many directors in improv as there are performers and writers. In fact,

often times, directing and directors are often misunderstood as an art, function and role within

improv’s ensembles, shows and structures. Well here is the first book that may change all

that.Asaf Ronen, a longtime improv artist, has created an excellent book on improv directing

and coaching. This book is geared toward beginners through intermediate levels of

experienced directors. I’d also recommend it for experienced improvisers who are attempting to

direct or coach either a show or an ensemble for the first time. Asaf has clearly defined many

problems and situations unique to directing and coaching improv. His chapters of information

as well as his conversational tone of writing will immediately make the reader relax and drink in

the information Asaf has to share. I also really like his use of other improv directors’ stories and

observations as a teaching tool for the beginning improv director or coach.Too often directors

are in an isolated role in relationship to the ensemble, directors and coaches don’t often have a

chance to talk and learn from each other; Asaf’s new book on improv directing will also begin

to change that too. By focusing on directing and coaching, Asaf’s wonderful new book fills a

void in the improv canon of published books. If you, as most performers say at some point in

their career, “really want to direct,” then Asaf’s outstanding new book will get you started on the

right path!Jonathan PittsExecutive DirectorChicago Improv FestivalABOUT THIS BOOKThere

is little accessible training that deals specifically with how to direct improv. In the teaching I

have done on the subject, I have found that too many people learn the art of directing and

improv simultaneously. This adds several levels of difficulty to a task already fraught with

anxiety.The job of directing is usually thrust upon a person. Perhaps that person has had the

benefit of training with experienced professionals in one of the more saturated markets where

improvisation is thriving most, or perhaps, has trained in the traditional theatre arts, or has had

to educate himself in the art of improv through books, internet sites, and short-lived TV shows.

Then, filled with inspiration and enthusiasm, he creates and leads a group or steps into the

pilot’s seat of whatever rudderless affiliation he is a part.In this book, I create a vocabulary for



improvisational direction to help fledgling directors and teachers better aid their troupes, their

students and themselves. This is not a book on how to improvise, but is a companion to the

many texts already out there. Rather than learn how to construct a scene, you will learn how to

guide others through the construction of a scene.The vocabulary will be especially important to

those in the somewhat maddening position of being the director of a troupe with which they

also perform. This dynamic can create further difficulties due to the lessened divide between

the personal and the professional mind. As a result, you find situations such as other members

freely giving notes or freely dismissing notes based on their director’s own performance.At the

time of writing, most of my directing and teaching deals with longform improvisation. There are

some passages that specifically address the needs of directing shortform but the majority of

the text focuses on scenework. The principles outlined in the book, however, are easily applied

to the direction of most games even when not outwardly stated. My techniques are not

confined to any one philosophy of improv and I try to show examples from different schools

where possible. To further this inclusion, I conducted as many interviews as I could with

professional improv teachers and directors.I wanted the ideas presented to be as accessible as

possible, to be firm starting points for the work you need to do, while at the same time

malleable enough for you to mold to your voice as you find it.You will find that there are a lot of

extreme scenarios in this book and techniques that are based on worst-case situations. Don’t

let that scare you into thinking that there is a hellish future awaiting you as a director. I am just

making sure that you are prepared for the worst while hoping for the best.Those without

notions of directing will find that the vocabulary will help them in being better directed. They will

be able to set their own path of growth without sidelining their director’s efforts and be able to

raise issues important to them without seeming rebellious.In the end, I hope that you will find

this book empowering, that it helps get your ideas across, fuels new ideas and creatively

empowers those around you.CHAPTER 1: THE JOB OF THE IMPROV DIRECTORThe biggest

pitfall in my opinion is the belief that the skill set for being an improviser or an actor is enough

to manage being a director. It’s a whole different thing. I wish every would-be director would be

an assistant director, or at least watch and study other directors, before they decided to take it

on.—Mick NapierWhen directing a scripted play, you start with the product in hand. Granted, it

is an incomplete product until interpreted through the eyes of the actors and director, but a set

framework nonetheless. This framework is further refined through the rehearsal process until

the resulting performance on any given night is as close to the sought vision of the piece with

the slightest margin of error possible.Improvisation, in displaying the process as part of the end

product, widens this margin of error. (Of course, in improv there aren’t any errors really, since

everything is correct. Still, you get the idea.) In directing an ensemble, whether in an ongoing

troupe or for a specific performance, our main goal is to minimize this margin, while at the

same time realizing that we can never fully eliminate it.Why would we want to? The risk factor

is the reason why most actors improvise; it is the high that we continually chase. The audience

also wants to see that risk factor, with the same sensation they get when they see a trapeze

artist or a daredevil perform. Besides, have we directors become so pretentious that we think

we can control human behavior? Improvisers are creativity junkies who are capable of anything

while in the throes of a good scene. Like junkies, they can’t be held fully accountable. At the

same time, we need them to learn from their “mistakes” so as to not repeat them.Improv

directors, though they were previously performers, sometimes grow to loathe that risk. Every

show becomes a huge gamble. They start to categorize their players as “those who get it” and

“those who don’t get it” or “the players you can count on” versus “the players who have become

a burden.”In the coming chapters we are going to move away from those designations and



create a new vocabulary.TYPES OF GROUP DYNAMICThere are many different structures for

an improv group that have been employed to fit different artistic needs. What follows is a strong

cross-section of dynamics I have experienced or have seen used, along with some of their

strengths and weaknesses. There are probably other structures, but they are most likely

variations of those listed below.While the experience differs from group to group, there are a

number of givens that occur based on how the group is structured. In looking at these

designations, I factored in four aspects: Vision, Artistic Growth, Personal Dynamic, and

Sustainability. Vision describes whether a group has a distinct voice. Artistic Growth deals with

the ability to develop the skills of the members as individuals as well as a cohesive unit.

Personal Dynamic covers the interactive environment outside the improv scenes, the tensions

and the stresses. Sustainability is the level at which the group can be maintained, whether the

structure works better for short-term or longer-term projects. There will be exceptions to all the

rules but this section will still give you some thoughts on what to look for in any situation in

which you may find yourself.1. Group consensus with no director.Have a like-mindedness and

be very clear on what it is you’re trying to accomplish, what’s your goal. It doesn’t mean you

have to be pigeonholed but get everyone on the same page. Adding to that also being

prepared for that to evolve and to change because once you hit your goal, you’re going to want

to go somewhere else. With that in mind the thing that works with most of these smaller groups

that I’m in, the biggest thing is respect. We respect each other, we listen to each other, we

enjoy each other and we try not to screw each other over on or off stage. With that we pass

around the metaphorical conch, if you will.—Bob DassieThis is fairly common among beginner

start-up groups where, since all the members are equal in experience, no one steps up to lead.

Group consensus is great for creating a safe environment for playing, since all hierarchies are

removed, but it stunts growth since it is harder to mark progress without a leader. This structure

works best with experienced players who wish to explore a particular approach or with practice

groups where everyone wants to have an equal say.Vision: Can vary based on experience.

When everyone has an equal say, it can have a too-many-chefs quality. With more experienced

players, it is usually the vision that initially brings them together and so the collaboration

becomes more productive.Artistic Growth: The ensemble will have some growth, but

individuals will most likely not and will have to take care of themselves.Personal Dynamic:

Mixed bag. Everyone is on an equal level which makes for a more comfortable zone from which

to generate ideas. Problems within the group, however, are tougher to address and rectify if

there is no structure. Attempts to do so can undermine the commune-like feeling.Sustainability:

Many long-term groups with a lot of turnover tend to use this structure, but I suggest using this

for the short-term if you must, and allow it to evolve into one of the other structures.2. Group

consensus with rotating directors.Most groups that start with Structure 1 eventually feel the

need to assign a leader. However, in keeping with the communal atmosphere, they decide to

make the leadership temporary. This setup can work, provided that a director is allowed to

have an effect on the troupe’s overall performance. If you are assigning a different person to

lead each rehearsal, then you are essentially hitting a reset button each time. Chances are the

temporary director leads a lesson on one of the skill sets, something in which they are

considered strong (e.g., character, physicality, etc.). One rehearsal (the average of which runs

two to three hours) will hardly put a dent in the goal of the lesson, and the next time you meet

you are already moving on. In addition, putting people in the position of critiquing each other

can create tensions—where a leader’s decision is suddenly undermined by another member

based on something that happened during their lead. The result is a strengthening of basics

with a toolbox of good ideas, but a stunting of growth similar to the previous structure, due to



the lack of a sole vision. My suggestion to those whose troupe is set up this way is to alternate

directors less frequently, possibly changing every month (preferably while taking time off from

performing), to give each leader a chance to grow in the role. In turn, the progress will be

easier to mark and a more solid vision will develop.Vision: Will vary from project to project.

When the directors are allowed to lead for longer, it will create a stronger foundation for the

next director to build on rather than just having a collection of good ideas at the end of the

month.Artistic Growth: Individual abilities will be able to get more attention than the previous

structure by building a big toolbox from which to work. The ensemble, however, will only be

benefited by longer stretches of direction.Personal Dynamic: There is still the personal tension

of this dynamic but that can be lessened by the vocabulary you choose (mentioned later as

“Creating a Safe Environment”).Sustainability: Short-term or long-term. This is helpful when

your group has high turnover coupled with a regular performance venue.3. Facilitating without

directing.Some groups have a facilitator rather than a director—someone who works from

inside the group and makes sure certain things happen: rehearsals are organized, casting lists

drawn up, etc. This occurs a lot with smaller groups who come together based on a common

comfort level. Duties are divvied up, usually by one person who takes on a little more than the

others. This dynamic can work, particularly in short-term projects or with small casts(2 – 4

people), but still greatly benefits from inviting an outside eye to coach on occasion.Vision: The

vision works by group consensus but is usually molded by the more aggressive members.

Expect the central ideas to change often, like trends, rather than growing organically one from

the other.Artistic Growth: This depends on the boundaries that the facilitator draws for herself.

Some facilitators assign the weekly leadership of the group or slate coaches. An organized

person can help the group develop beyond the week-to-week needs.Personal Dynamic: The

focus is high on what makes the improvisation fun. The morale will be high but the

professionalism may suffer.Sustainability: To move to a long-term situation, an outside eye is

helpful.4. Directing and performing with the same group.This is the most-used structure for

groups in smaller markets where the improv community hasn’t grown enough to provide the

opportunity to direct outside one’s own group, or perform outside the group under someone

else’s direction. This is also the dynamic for self-starters—for those who have a show they wish

to create and end up running it as well as performing in it (the central reason for creating the

show).Vision: With one voice guiding, it is far easier to establish a strong vision for the

show.Artistic Growth: The director’s performance will suffer, unless he is sufficiently

experienced. It is also difficult to monitor other people’s performances objectively from inside

the improvisation.Personal Dynamic: The added task of noting from within a show works

against the noting process, while causing personal issues to enter the group dynamic if the

right vocabulary is not in place. If this path is unavoidable, it is suggested that you focus solely

on directing at first and allow the show to get on its feet for the first couple of shows. Similar to

giving a skateboard a few good pushes before hopping on, it is a good idea to let the project

develop some momentum of its own before entering as a performer.Sustainability: Short-term

or long-term, though it is exponentially harder the more members there are in the group.5.

Solely directing.This is the dynamic I prefer most, especially when I have many projects

running and can choose to not be involved in all aspects of each project. Taking on the role of

sole director allows you to give more focused attention to all aspects of the show, including

tech and music.Vision: Strongest of all the structures. With a backbone in place that is

uncomplicated by the director performing, the concept is able to solidify.Artistic Growth: This is

the strongest dynamic for bringing across a vision, because you lose the distractions of being a

performer in the show.Personal Dynamic: This varies depending on the personality of the



director, but the maintenance is easier when there is a clear delineation between director and

performer.Sustainability: Can be sustained indefinitely, or at least until the director needs to pull

out and focus on other projects.DIRECTING VERSUS COACHING AND TEACHINGCoaching

is about helping people through their things. When you’re coaching a team, you’re taking them

as they are and you’re trying to make them better.—Kevin MullaneyThe field of improvisation

has grown so much in the last twenty years, particularly in the larger cities of Chicago, New

York and Los Angeles, that there has been a higher demand for artistic leadership. With this

demand has come the new designation of coach.The biggest difference between coaches and

directors is the relationship between them and the group. A director’s relationship is driven by

his artistic vision first and foremost. The goals of the show are imposed onto the performers

who are molded to pick from a specific set of choices. Performers in a musical improv show will

learn to extend the moment into a song. Those doing improvised Shakespeare will play with

archetypes common to the style. The coach, however, is there only to further the voice of the

group rather than to impose their own ideals, adding new ideas to their tool box without making

them dogma. The focus is to make the show polished, to minimize the margin of error, but

without dictating approach or philosophy.While this book offers many ideas applicable to the

coach, it is written with the director in mind—someone who has a higher personal stake in the

final product. This is not to say that coaches are lackadaisical about their job. They are as

committed as anyone, but to an idea that is not their own. Bringing across these grander ideas

is what we will further touch upon in later chapters....The first thing [Viola Spolin] said when I

asked her to teach was “Teaching is a cleansing.” And I finally understood what she meant.

And that is when you teach even though you have taught the work time and time and time

again, it keeps presenting a problem that is brand new, first time you’ve seen it because it’s the

first time it’s been encountered by your student. And if you come with a bunch of history, or “I

know how to solve this because I’ve solved this before,” then you start getting jaded. I

understood that the act of teaching is as much a discovery as the act of playing it.—Gary

SchwartzThe differences between directing and teaching are more than the obvious

differences that come to mind. The biggest difference is the purpose that the attendees feel. A

student has paid to be there and in doing so is giving a certain authority to you.Another major

factor is the way by which progress is gauged. As a director, you have a standard that you wish

to meet with every show and to push the cast past. In classes, however, the students are their

own gauges. They give when they can or want and may react adversely to being pushed. I

have had students with no acting aspirations whatsoever who were looking to experience new

things or improve other aspects of their life, or were in a vocation that could be enhanced with

improv skills (public speakers, lawyers, etc.). Knowing this, I prioritize what to push in the

students differently from how I might lead a rehearsal. Public speakers do not need to explore

a variety of characters but they do need to command the stage. Lawyers do not need to work

emotion as much as listening. Laymen looking to explore new hobbies will have to act out

scenes alongside actors who are more versatile. These average Joes will need to learn to get

from point A to point B in a scene without dealing with all the nuances that an actor would keep

an eye on.FOLLOWING THE BALLWhen basketball coaches are watching the team play from

the sidelines, they are urging the players on, while also keeping track of skills that need work,

and the individual achievements and hiccups of each player. That is a lot to take stock of all at

once, which is exactly how it can be for an improv director watching a scene. What helps guide

the basketball coach is that above all he is following the ball. Regardless of how well the

players are moving, blocking, etc., none of this matters if the ball doesn’t go in the basket. A

game, after all, is decided on points.Though improv scenework has no point structure to dictate



the goals of the scene, there is a focus similar to the passing of a ball that guides the improv.

(Even in competition-based formats like ComedySportz or Theatresports, there is something

more than the achievement of one team over the other, a device for the audience and not the

players.) What the focus is depends on you as director, and that focus can change from scene

to scene.Some think that when playing a specific game, the rules of the game are the focus

(i.e., in Questions, how you only ask questions, in Sit Stand Kneel, one person must be in one

of those positions at every point of the scene) but it is a focus that undercuts the fullest

potential of the improv.Going back to the basketball analogy, basketball as a game consists of

passing, shooting, blocking, etc. but the skill set consists of speed, awareness, stamina and so

on. In an improv scene, you can have the game of one-upsmanship between the two

characters which employs the skill set of listening, character and environment.So, how is the

scene that you are watching progressing? What is the scene about? When there is a question

as to what the ball is that we are following, look at what the characters commit to most

emotionally. That is where the drive is for the characters and thus is the drive for the scene.I

recently saw a scene about a rivalry between two furniture makers where a third character

came in to buy out one of the rivals and make it easier on the other. It wasn’t a horrible choice

but it didn’t come from anything that the scene had established in the two minutes prior to that

entrance. The entrance was done skillfully in that there was a clear character who was

presented straightforwardly. The game, however, was interrupted. Being unconnected, the

momentum stopped and then started up again, following a new storyline. In this case, the ball

was moving when the scene focused on the rivalry. Once that was gone, there was nowhere to

go; the ball was dropped.STRIVING TO BE UNIQUEI’ve worked with some teachers where

they love throwing out fancy words to say the same thing that they could do with regular

language. I think it’s a way of making their ideas seem more important and I just like to keep it

as simple and accessible as possible because I know when I learn things, that’s how I want it

to be. It’s just like tell me what you’re trying to tell me and let me see if I understand.—Mark

SuttonIn one of my directing classes, I was leading a notes session, where one half of the

class would note the other and give them challenges. One of the students gave another the

challenge to “find his character by looking into his scene partner’s eyes.” I asked him what he

meant. He repeated it without elaboration but did mention that it was an idea he had used with

his own troupe.Just as players can sabotage themselves by going for the joke, directors can

sabotage themselves by striving for the unique. My student’s challenge was rather abstract,

even though it felt concrete to him. It also smacked of a forced unique voice.It is very common

for directors to go through phases where we concoct fanciful theories in search of the right one.

We are also players after all—usually—and are looking to break down how we play and how

we “should” play. We feel a need to make our own sense of things. In this regard, improvisation

has become like a religion, a spiritual center through which to relate.When we forcefully strive

to be unique, we are no longer fulfilling our purpose, which is to guide the group. Just as going

for the joke at the expense of the scene is selfish, so is trying to make yourself look like a

brilliant guru at the expense of real guidance. Your focus should always be on the group you

are leading, rather than the specifics of what you are leading them through.Teachers should

teach what they believe is strongest...not the only way, but there are all these different aspects

that you can learn. Each [teacher] has a strength and a tool that they use and they’re all

valuable and it gives you a weapon or a tool that you can use each time you go out.—Jeff

GriggsI was transformed the day I sat in on a Mick Napier workshop. It was my first trip to

Chicago and until then I thought I had a strong understanding of improvisation and “what not to

do.” I had just started directing at this point and was very focused in my criticism. I was also



very much in the don’t-ask-questions and quickly-establish-who-what-where mindset. This is a

perfectly acceptable way to approach scenes but it is only one way. In one two-hour session led

by Mick, I saw more options.His entire workshop consisted of nothing but one-minute scenes,

after which he would tell the players his observations. These usually pointed out where the

actor checked out or made some other change brought about by self-inflicted obligations (e.g.,

the scene needs to go this way, my character needs to have a transformation here).It was

amazing how much could be learned from only one minute of scenework. That is because all

the key decisions are made within the first minute of a scene; in fact, they could probably be

found in the first five seconds. Regardless of what format or length of form you are playing with,

keep in mind that the scene is still your basic building block. How that block breaks down

further depends upon the lens you are training on it and the needs of the approach you are

pursuing. It could be scenework based on premise, character, narrative or any of the other

aspects of improv (there is a thorough list enclosed in the chapter on creating improv formats

with your troupe). What you choose at this level will define you as a director and teacher. One

thing that I asked of all the directors I interviewed for this book is what was the first thing that

they taught new improvisers. The answers varied from conveying the idea of having fun to

showing the fundamentals of creating a character on stage. What is the first thing you would

teach?GETTING OUT OF THE WAYThis the biggest part of any director’s job—and the

hardest. We want so much for the performance to go right and for the players to make the right

choices. We become concerned parents who overprotect our children. And as with

overprotective parents, there is a danger of being stifling. We interrupt scenes, we correct

choices, and even call out moves to be made as a moment unfolds. Nothing can grow under

those conditions—especially not instincts.Ultimately, you can just kind of guide people to more

empowering choices and it’s up to them to be able to take them on. You can’t get into the

mistake of trying to reshape them...It’s this whole idea of you invite them into trying to work on

a bad habit or change a skill or try something new. Then, ultimately, they have to choose to do

it or they don’t. You can give them some encouragement and support to make it easier, but if

you become a crusader about it you’re just going to make it tough for both of you guys.”—

Armando DiazAs a result, a line sometimes gets crossed between guiding choices and

dictating them—the first is sidecoaching and the latter is what I call “choicecoaching.”

Choicecoaching happens when we focus our sights too narrowly on the minutiae of the

improvisation rather than keeping a watch on the bigger picture. After all, that particular scene

will never happen again. That moment where the one player should have kissed the other, or

should have used the gun, or should have reincorporated that information from her history from

earlier in the scene—that specific alignment of plot elements—will not occur again. What will

come up again is the type of choices that player makes—tenative, forced, surreal, etc.—and

the personal issues that push them in that direction; but directors who watch the scene as if

they were a performer can’t see that. They instead look at what they would have done in the

scene. But you are not in the scene and while your tendencies suit you, they do not

automatically suit anybody else.I have been choicecoached in a scene and I can tell you while

at the end of it my fellow players and I felt like it was a good scene, it was the equivalent of

empty calories. All the great choices, the choice to confont the other character, the choice to

interrupt the two lovers who were about to come together for the laugh—all these choices were

not mine. I was being used to play out what the director would have done were they in the

scene themselves. I felt used and did not feel particularly good about my own skills since I did

not get to use them in that scene.To a certain extent you may think you’re the actors’ boss but

the actors are really the ones in charge because they’re the ones doing it. How do you get



Actor A to understand or to get that making this kind of choice is his idea, so that it’s organic. If

you’re just telling them what to do, in the purest sense of that, if you’re just saying “well you

should’ve done this, that and the other thing,” then you’re just giving them trivia.—Dan

O’ConnorThe job of the improv director is far simpler than we make it out to be. As a director, I

can show my cast exercises and opportunities. I can give my observations on their work and

how it is progressing. I can show them a direction in which to go, an avenue to explore. I

cannot, however, change them. I can illuminate and illustrate; the rest is up to them.CHAPTER

2: BREAKING DOWN THE WORKImprovisation is a personal artform and everyone has their

“way” to approach it. The way is influenced by their own comfort levels, their personal

experiences and whatever school of thought they have been exposed to. However, regardless

of whether you follow Spolin or Close or Johnstone, whether you’ve studied theater or law,

whether you are performing in a bar or on television, there are several

commonalities.CHOICES AND COMMITMENTSDel Close talked about finding the game of the

scene. Keith Johnstone describes establishing the who, what and where early on. Whether

your final goal is to create narrative or heighten a moment, you are still focusing on a type of

choice that you must sustain.Improvisation, for all its technique and complexities, can still be

broken down into these two acts: making a choice and committing to that choice. The fact that

your philosophy differs from those of the players you are directing should not affect your ability

to lead them. Instead, you can look at how they play within their own framework. Do they make

their choices right away? Do they stay neutral and then discover a choice? Do they base their

choices solely on their partner’s choice, avoiding initiative in a scene? These are all questions

that are distinct from whatever the underlying improv theory is.The idea of commitment can

equally be looked at from an objective distance. Does the player back down from her choice in

the presence of her partner’s choices? Does she tend to make multiple choices in quick

succession or does she stick with one choice for a long time? (Either answer could signal an

issue or a benefit, depending on the context of the scene being observed.)
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Daryl Ducharme, “This book was recommended by a friend who has directed me in the .... This

book was recommended by a friend who has directed me in the past. I got a lot of information

out of it but have yet to try any of it out. However, it does give me a good perspective while

working with other directors.”

Eric Farone, “A must for new Improv Directors. I buy a copy of this book for all my directors and

coaches. It is an invaluable tool for the neophyte and experienced director alike. I love learning

by doing, but this book will save you lots of missteps.”

William Russell, “Five Stars. Must-read for any improv coach, teacher or director. I significantly

increased my coaching skills with this book.”

Jennifer L. Forrest, “Excellent Resource. I gift this book to students of improv frequently. As a

person who teaches 2 different improv courses (at the high school level) and has run a high

school improv troupe for the last 12+ years I can honestly say this book is helpful. Whether you

are an experienced coach who is looking for some fresh perspective or a person who is just

getting started coaching this book will certainly help make your coaching stronger and by

extension your improv team. The only negative I can say is not about the book. $500+ for a

book that runs $18 elsewhere is ridiculous. Shame on whoever posted that price.”

Anthony, “Recommended Reading for Every Improviser. An easy read and great for anyone

looking to teach improv, direct it, or just get better at it themselves. One of my favorite aspects

of the book are the exercises Asaf shows you and how and when to use them to fix specific

improviser issues. The book also has great improv quotes scattered throughout that I found

very inspiring. I recommend this book to everyone who is doing improv, even if you aren't

teaching it, you should see it from this point of view.”

Hilary Hellums, “Love this!!!. Given to me by my teacher and inspiration as I got ready to coach/

direct my first house team. Great book! Helped alleviate some of my fears and gave me great



ideas. I will return to this several dozen times I think. All new coaches showerhead this book

and use it.”

Scott Thomas, “As someone very new to organizing and developing an improv .... As someone

very new to organizing and developing an improv team, this book was superb. Very practical

with plenty of note and exercises to make use of immediately. It will absolutely help you to help

your team improve their game. If you can combine this with taking a workshop from the writer

as well - then you are golden!”

The book by Michel Tremblay has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 15 people have provided feedback.
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